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A. Examine one of the common causes of failure 
in an observatory system

B. Introduce concepts to extend maintenance 
cycles by reducing wear and movement of 
mechanical components (reduction of 
maintenance)

C. Introduce features that reduce the total cost 
of equipment in a camera observatory (doing 
more with less)

D. Introduce unique software innovations that 
increase efficiency and capability

PURPOSE



Typical dynamic seal 
design

Typical solder 
cable-connector 

interface

Common failure points:

PAN-TILT WEAK POINTS

One of the highest cost components in the entire 
camera system

Mechanical maintenance is one of the key 
limitations of the deployment time

Image Credit: University of 
Washington. NSF-OOI, CSSF



Concept 1:

HYBRID PTZ

● Software-defined camera system

● Digital pan and tilt inside the camera sensor 

● Combine digital and mechanical

● When digital sensor limit is reached, move 
mechanical

21MP
Digital sensor

Pan - Tilt - Zoom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFgV2xAEUmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFgV2xAEUmA


Doing more with less:

DIGITAL STILLS

Image Credit: Fisheries and Oceans Canada.  Collected by Ocean Exploration Trust and the 
Northeast Pacific Seamount Expedition Partners, using the ROV Hercules aboard the EV Nautilus.



Doing more with less:

CAMERA AS A MUX

The camera is the multiplexer

● Ethernet signals through API

● Aux ports convert Ethernet TCP or UDP 
ASCII or HEX commands to RS232/RS485 
communications to control pan-tilts, 
LEDs, lasers, and other sensors

● Intelligent circuit breaker outputs 
control power to ports and detect faults 
automatically



Image Credit: Fisheries and Oceans Canada.  Collected by Ocean Exploration Trust and the 
Northeast Pacific Seamount Expedition Partners, using the ROV Hercules aboard the EV Nautilus.

Doing more with less:

LIVE ETHERNET VIDEO



● Highest lumens/watt of any COB LED on the market 
gets more output with less power

● DC driver ensures AC power is not required

● Hybrid strobe and lamp operation reduces the 
amount of lighting equipment needed for photos 
and video

Doing more with less:

LED STROBE/LAMP



Doing more with less:

4K VIDEO ENCODING

Image Credit: Fisheries and Oceans Canada.  Collected by Ocean Exploration Trust and the 
Northeast Pacific Seamount Expedition Partners, using the ROV Hercules aboard the EV Nautilus.



Software-Defined System 
Running an OS, multiple CPUs and GPU 
Potential for real-time machinevision applications
Live Software Updates Image Credit: NOAA - Cordell Bank Expedition



Concept 2:

ULTRA WIDE FOV
● Typical camera Field of View  =  60° to 90° 

diagonal

● Ocean observatory Area of Interest = 120° 
to 360°

● Ultra-wide angle (120°) dome port 
rectilinear optics = wide FOV without 
moving camera



Concept 3:

MULTIPLE 
ULTRA WIDE FOV

● Situational awareness of full area of 
interest

● Chance of missing observations outside of 
FOV greatly decreased

● No moving parts required and could cover 
full area of interest



RECAP

A. Mechanical systems fail more often than 
their electronic counterparts

B. Any innovation that can reduce 
mechanical operation, should increase 
lifecycle

C. Remote systems can reduce components 
by having multi-functional sensors

D. Software-defined systems allow remote 
updates and upgrades over time. They 
also allow increased automation via APIs 
and scripts



State-of-the-art equipment 
to make the most of your 
valuable time at sea

www.subcimaging.com


